@ CANARY WHARF
Mon 16 – Sat 21 September
Montgomery Square
THREE DEEPLY IMMERSIVE THEATRE EXPERIENCES
Various times
Tickets from £5
seetickets.com | 0871 220 0260
canarywharf.com

canarywharflondon

yourcanarywharf

@ CA N A RY WHAR F
This September, discover DARKFIELD’s multi-sensory sonic theme park, which offers an
incredible blend of theatre and technology inside a collection of shipping containers on
Montgomery Square. Behind the doors of each container a strange world unfolds.
Three intense and deeply immersive experiences in pitch darkness are waiting for you:
Séance, Flight and Coma. Step inside, put on the headphones and soon the lights will
go out. After welcoming over 100,000 audience members worldwide and three sold out
Edinburgh Festival runs, innovative and risk-taking theatre company DARKFIELD bring
their shows to Canary Wharf.

SÉ ANCE
SÉANCE, the first DARKFIELD experience, transforms the interior of a 24ft container into a
Victorian séance room. Over 20 minutes, it explores the psychology of a group of people,
and asks that they believe, not only in what seems to be happening inside the container
but also in what might be conjured up into the room with them.

FLIGHT
The 40ft container’s interior exactly resembles an Airbus 320 economy cabin, and over
30 minutes transports audience members into two parallel worlds: two realities offering
two possible outcomes to their journey.

COMA
DARKFIELD’s brand new show COMA premiered at Summerhall at the Edinburgh Fringe 2019
and its visit to Canary Wharf marks its London premiere. Over 30 minutes, the audience is
invited to take part in a mass experiment, to lie down together and slip into a collective dream.

PLEASE BE AWARE SHOWS ARE
STRICTLY 14 YEARS+, CONTAIN STRONG
LANGUAGE, AND TAKE PLACE IN
A DARK, CONFINED SPACE.

Various performance times
Séance £5 / Flight £7.50 / Coma £7.50
(+ booking fee)
Tickets from seetickets.com
0871 220 0260

